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The difficulty in the metallography of gray cast iron lies in the differentiation of ferrite and iron phosphide eutectic (steadite) microconstituents by using normal etchant like nital, picral and both these phases appears as bright under normal light microscope. Hence, it is difficult to find out the relative amounts of phases, either photo micrographically or using sophisticated image analysis software. On the whole, the samples are etched with 2% to 3% nital for quantification of ferrite, steadite, cementite, and carbides under optical (light) microscope. This method of inspection requires high skill to differentiate the ferrite and iron-phosphide eutectic (steadite) microconstituents and also sometimes it leads to misinterpretation. This led to the development of a novel etching development called selenic etchant in which the steadite and ferrite constituents are differentiated at 100% confidence level and the precise calculation of the fraction of phases also done.
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